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About Aquameta...

● Eight person startup just across the river
● Single-client consulting firm
● Transitioning to innovation and product 

development
 
Send comments, questions, job inquries to 
eric@aquameta.com



World Headquarters

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Just across the river - Eastbank Lofts - Burnside and SE 6th Ave, Portland OR



Capstone Proposal



Thesis...

We recognize that there is a central anomaly that is being 
overlooked in the software development community.  There is a 
widespread assumption, a-priori, stemming from the earliest days 
of programming, that as programmers it is our job to model the 
world of the user, and as users it is their role to operate within 
that model.  This assumption is incongruent with reality, and a 
legacy of technical limitations which are no longer in place.
 



Shortcomings of the User/Developer Divide

1. We are developing software for the user, on their behalf, 
making decisions about the structure of a world where 
we are not the experts.

2. No matter the merit of these decisions at the time 
they're made, they are fixed in a changing world with 
changing users.

3. This model fails to harness the tremendous potential of 
a deeper engagement with the user, where learning and 
change are possibe and rewarded.



Examples

● Ebay's category system
○ Ebay decides the classifications and distinctions that 

structure the market
● Craigslist's category system

○ Craigslist creates the categories, you add data
● Almost every web form

○ Someone else decides the questions, you provide 
the answers

● Business logic
○ Developers maintain the model of your business



Ramifications

● Co-dependence between the developer and 
the non-static user

● The "software life cycle"
● Programmers as intercessors means only 

the wealthy can afford to change, shifts 
balance of power towards the 1% :)

● Software modification costs can serve as a 
disincentive to change and growth

 



End User Programming is the Future

We are on the edge of a new frontier in 
computing, where the power to create and 
share models of our world is in the hands of 
everyone.
 



EUP Examples Today

● The Spreadsheet!
○ Platform for programming
○ Users control both schema and data, both model 

and instance
○ Most popular form of end-user development, loved 

by users across many domains
○ Highly efficient
○ Lacks relational algebra, query language, advanced 

logic structures



Body of Work

● Graphical database interface
○ Create and manage schema
○ Data browser, editor
○ Query interface
○ Logic editor
○ HTML5, 3D

● Personal database server
○ Distributed, decentralized, peer to peer
○ Deployable on both desktop and server

● Apps
 
 



Does this fit with Capstone?

● Design
○ Some parts are already designed and spec'd, others 

are unsolved problems
● Autonomy

○ Some parts are self-contained bodies of work, others 
are deeply integrated with the rest of the system

● Code ownership
○ Some parts are open source, others are software as 

hosted service, or potentially closed source
● We're open to a conversation...



Offering to Students

● Work with top-notch developers passionate 
about mastery of our craft

● Work with cutting edge open source 
technologies

● Work on a world-changing project
● Experience a non-traditional workplace 

committed to the triple bottom line
○ good for employees
○ good for the business
○ good for the planet

● Potential for job offer upon completion of 
your degree


